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7.2. B3, 7.2.14, 7.2, 16

B. Give an example ofa function f:[a,b] -1R
that is in RIC,b) for every ce(ad)

butwhich is not

in RIa,b].

ass, a
fix) = So,

x =a

whereso.

fix) is continuous on Tc,s] but unbounded on Ta,b].



14. Suppose that f: Taib] -> IR, that a =co<4<..- <m =b

and thatthe restrictions off to Tai, (i) belong to RTcit, 2i]

for i =1, ..., m. Prove that feRTad] and thatIf- /c.f.
Prof. Recall Antitytherem:

Let f:Tais] - IR and letce(a,x). Then

feRTa,bTE feRTa,c] and fERIc,b].

In this case. (If =(a+(f.
Prove

by
induction usingadditivity theorem.

①If M=1, then 14. abrimsly true.
② Assume M = K> 1, 14. true, feRTa,ci],
Let m =k+1, then

byassumption E 17:Seit
by additivity theorem,
feRTa,c] 1RTC, G1] = fERTa, c1]=RTa,b]

and Sat=).**:S"*-S**- Saft)"
-St #l



1. If I is continuous on Taib], acd, show that

there exists acta,b] such that we have

12f =ficsb-a). (Mean Value Therem
for Integrals (

Roof. f is continuous

-> In, fins
=max f(x)
xtTa,b]

=v, fIv) =minf(x)
x =Ta,d]

finlb-as=f"fin ff-fafin) =finscb- as
a

I fill - If Ifins.
By Intermediate Value Theorem

IC, ful -It #



Beyond.
Yet. (HK integrable) f:Ta,b] -> IR.

vac, 78:Ta,b] -> 1Ro, FD =9Txin,xi],tid

such that Xi-Xi-= 8iti),

I Sif,Pc - 21 3

then f is called HK-?" A4St=2.

EX. i X- 0

fix)=I is HK integrable
0 X =0

o To, 1]

x =1Ia.b]

fix =4!
x4R

is HK integrable
on t0, 1].
Ex

(Ta,b] < HKTa,b]
↑

Introduced inMATH 4050 or MATH5011

or defined as SfEIKTa,b] / If 1 =HKTa,d] S.



If youwant to give a definition of integrable

named by yourself, the definition should at

leastsatisfy:(Axioms of integration).
⑧ Continuous functions are integrable on any Ta,b).

a f" 1dx =b -a

② (?(f+gidx=J faxfgdx, I?"ofdx =cfdx.
③ Ifax =fafdx +1,fdx

④0f =>0 =ft.
Va, b, CER, fog continues functions an Tais].

Roblent:If I is continuous, then 14f=(R)!f.
↑

the integration your
defined.


